


Skills

MS o�ce Suit

Management

Social media management

Team work

Languages

Kurdish

advanced

English

advanced

Dutch

advanced

Interests

Reading books

Travel

Work

Work

Daro Solar Company
installateur

01/12/2020 - 01/04/2022

At Daro Solar company, I held the position of solar panel installer, where I played a crucial role in the
installation and maintenance of solar panel systems.

GREE Co.
Translator

01/11/2020 - 01/06/2022

Gree Company, Translator November 2020 - June 2022 • Conducted chat-based translations to facilitate
communication with individuals abroad.

Ararat Travel (Ara)
Sales Agent

01/05/2018 - 01/08/2018

During my summer job at Ararat Air Travel Company, I had the opportunity to work in a dynamic and fast-
paced environment within the aviation industry

Neils Pizza and Sweets
accountant/Manager

01/08/2018 - 01/10/2019

During my career, I had the privilege of serving as a manager at Neils Restaurant from August 2018 to
October 2019. In this role, I oversaw various aspects of the restaurant’s operations, including managing
the sta�, ensuring exceptional customer service, and maintaining high-quality standards. I took pride in
developing and implementing strategies to enhance e�ciency, boost employee morale, and optimize
the overall dining experience. Through my dedication and leadership skills, I contributed to the
restaurant’s success and fostered a positive work environment.

Education

Kurd Private High School
highSchool in Kurd Private English High School • Successfully completed high school education with
a focus on English language and literature • Developed a strong foundation in English grammar,
reading comprehension, and writing skills • Engaged in diverse academic and extracurricular
activities, fostering a well-rounded education • Demonstrated excellent teamwork, leadership, and
communication skills • Participated in various cultural and educational events, enhancing cross-
cultural understanding

Nawroz University
bachelor in Education: Nawroz University College of Languages, Department of Translation
•Graduated with a degree in Translation •Demonstrated pro�ciency in linguistic analysis, cultural
understanding, and e�ective communication •Completed coursework in translation theory,
practical translation, and specialized subjects •Developed strong skills in translating various types
of texts, ensuring accuracy and maintaining cultural sensitivity
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